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2nd Amendment Rights

Y es! I strongly support our 2nd Amendment right  
to bear arms and I will always oppose any government 

move to take away our guns. Guns not just for hunting and 
personal safety, but also as a guarantee against tyranny.  
I’ve been endorsed by the Michigan Coalition for 
Responsible Gun Owners (MCRGO), not to mention 
earning the votes of thousands of local gun owners in our 
area. I am a gun owner myself (including CPL for many 
years) and I spend time at the range whenever time allows.

At the same time, great rights come with great 
responsibilities. In my view, all gun owners should have 
gun safety education. Preventing accidents, particularly 
involving children, is every gun owner’s special 
responsibility. I applaud the gun safety courses taught by 
the NRA, MCRGO and other organizations. If you haven’t 
enrolled in one of these courses, I urge you to do so!

Hunting safety is another responsibility we gun owners 
share. Learning to hunt is a tradition that is part of our 
heritage here in Michigan. Working with conservation 
clubs and sporting clubs around the state, we can ensure 
that field safety skills are also passed on to the next 
generation. (I’m a hunter, too.)

One area where we can do better is keeping guns out  
of the hands of criminals, terrorists and those with severe 
mental illness problems. I will continue to search for 
solutions to this problem, working with all parties to do 
the right thing without infringing on our 2nd Amendment 
Rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution.

Your input matters to me. To use our comments box, go 
to our website at www.BizonforMichiganSenate.com or visit 
us on Facebook at #bizonformichigansenate. Welcome!


